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SUMMARY
Genome sequencing has revolutionized the diagnosis of genetic diseases. Close collaborations be-
tween basic scientists and clinical genomicists are now needed to link genetic variants with disease
causation. To facilitate such collaborations, we recommend prioritizing clinically relevant genes for
functional studies, developing reference variant-phenotype databases, adopting phenotype
description standards, and promoting data sharing.
INTRODUCTION

The use of genome sequencing to diag-

nose human disease has grown dramati-

cally since the first such reports in 2010

(Cooper, 2015), leading to a surge in re-

ports of novel genetic variants associated

with human disease. The accelerating

pace of the discovery of such variants,

however, is vastly outstripping our ability
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to understand their potential impact on

biologic function and relevance for patho-

logical processes, and an uncomfortably

large proportion of variants that are being

newly identified is relegated to the inde-

terminate category of variants of uncer-

tain significance (VUSs) (Cooper, 2015).

Advances in technologies for the func-

tional characterization of genetic vari-

ants, as well as emerging informatics
vier Inc.
resources, are presenting new opportu-

nities for basic and clinical scientists to

build upon each other’s work in a virtuous

cycle of bench to bedside and back again.

This led the National Human Genome

Research Institute, in April 2016, to

convene representatives of these com-

munities to explore ways to facilitate

basic-clinical collaborations for interpret-

ing VUSs and translate that knowledge
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Figure 1. Pathogenicity Assertions
Pathogenicity assertions for 61,169 of 72,472 ClinVar variants as of September 1, 2016. N.B., no patho-
genicity assertions provided for 11,303 variants.
into clinical practice. Here, we highlight

examples speaking to the value and

need for greater basic-clinical integration,

describe functional and informatics re-

sources that can facilitate integration,

provide recommendations for prioritizing

clinically relevant genes for functional

investigation, and suggest approaches

for promoting these critical interactions.

Linking Genotype to Function
Rare, unexplained, or atypical cases of

human disease are increasingly being

diagnosed with the help of clinical exome

and genome sequencing. Diagnostic

yields from sequence data exceeding

25%–40% of previously undiagnosed pa-

tients are being reported from genetics

laboratories and clinics where diagnoses

were previously made at a small fraction

of that rate. Diagnostic yield is even higher

in infants admitted to high-level neonatal

intensive care units, where trio genome

sequencing in critically ill newborns with

a suspected genetic disorder has yielded

definitive diagnoses in over 50% of pa-

tients (Willig et al., 2015).

Despite these advances, amajor barrier

to the interpretation of genomic variants is

a lack of functional evidence of pathoge-

nicity. Efforts to classify variants as path-
ogenic, likely pathogenic, of uncertain

significance, likely benign, or benign (Ri-

chards et al., 2015) are frequently stymied

by the limited functional information on

specific variants or the genes harboring

them. Even variants clearly demonstrated

to be pathogenic might have variable

penetrance, underscoring the need for

more quantitative, probabilistic ap-

proaches to variant interpretation that ac-

count for potential complex interactions

with other genes, environmental expo-

sures, epigeneticmodifications, and other

modifying factors. Altogether, this leads

to a substantial number of variants being

relegated to the category of VUS. Indeed,

as of September 1, 2016, 41% of the over

72,000 missense variants in the ClinVar

database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

clinvar/) are VUSs (Figure 1) (Landrum

et al., 2016).

A number of approaches aim to

address the question of variant impact.

Sophisticated computational algorithms

have been developed to predict the func-

tional consequence of genomic variants;

however, these predictions are not robust

enough on their own for use in a clinical

context. A genome-wide atlas of variant

impact, using massively parallel func-

tional assays that marry selection for
specific protein functions with high-

throughput DNA sequencing to quantify

activity of protein variants on a massive

scale, as has recently been done for the

RING domain of BRCA1 (Starita et al.,

2015), would be a valuable complement

to existing computational methods.

These approaches show promise for

efficient evaluation of the functional rele-

vance of protein-coding variants in known

disease genes where the functional as-

says have rigorous clinical validity. How-

ever, similar types of high-throughput as-

says that assess variants in novel genes

and non-coding sequences are needed.

Linking such data to patients’ phenotypic

characteristics and treatment responses

could yield additional insights into protein

function that could link back to prognosis

and treatment, illustrating the tremendous

potential for basic and clinical scientists

to augment each other’s work. Recog-

nizing that assays focused on proteins

might not fully capture the functional

impact of variation in regulatory elements,

high-throughput studies are also needed

to identify variants leading to changes in

transcriptional output or other conse-

quences on nearby or even distant gene

regions. Such studies are likely to in-

crease understanding not only of disease

mechanisms, but also of the influence of

cell type and developmental stage on dis-

ease development and progression.

The armamentarium of variant charac-

terization approaches also includes large,

publicly available databases on patterns

of human genomic variation in the general

population, including the 1000 Genomes

Project (http://www.internationalgenome.

org/) and the Exome Aggregation Con-

sortium ([ExAC] http://exac.broadinstitute.

org/). Now totaling nearly 70,000 publicly

available exomes, such databases have

transformed clinical variant interpretation

by allowing analysts to identify patient

variants with frequencies too high to

be consistent with pathogenicity and

facilitating the assessment of penetrance

of disease-causing variants (Minikel

et al., 2016).

Integration of Model Organism
Phenotype Ontologies with
Human Data
Model organisms have long provided key

evidence for establishing the role of genes

and variants in human disease (Schughart
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et al., 2013). The advent of genome edit-

ing technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9

has revolutionized the precision, scale,

and speed with which new animal and

cell models carrying specific genetic vari-

ants observed in human diseases can be

generated (Ledford, 2015). For some clin-

ical sequencing initiatives, such as the

Undiagnosed Diseases Network (https://

undiagnosed.hms.harvard.edu/) and the

Centers for Mendelian Genomics (http://

mendelian.org/), model organism scien-

tists have been closely integrated with

clinical teams to develop model organ-

isms carrying potentially pathogenic

genome sequence variants and to then

characterize the resulting phenotypes

(Gahl et al., 2016; Yamamoto et al.,

2014). Cell lineages and organoids

derived from human induced pluripotent

stem cells (iPSCs) also provide powerful

approaches to determining function and

pathologic impact of disease-related

genetic variants—for example, by intro-

ducing putative regulatory variants and

assessing allelic-specific expression

levels in iPSC-derived lineages. A key to

the success of such collaborations is

access to detailed clinical phenotyping

information in patients and their families,

data that are often inaccessible to basic

investigators.

An emerging problem for the integration

of phenotypic knowledge is the special-

ized and diverse terminology used by

different research communities. Although

variants in orthologous genes can pro-

duce similar phenotypes acrossmodel or-

ganisms and humans—indeed, this is the

major value of model organism studies for

understanding human variation—even

when similar phenotype terms are used,

they may be applied to different biological

entities, such as gene, genotype, or allele,

by different research communities. Devel-

opment and use of biomedical ontol-

ogies and controlled vocabularies to

standardize the representation of data

describing gene function, phenotypes,

and disease are essential for robust data

sharing and assembling evidence across

multiple organisms. Development of a

minimal set of quantitative phenotypes

across phyla would also facilitate scalable

annotation of genomes and integration of

model organism data.

Some of these problems are being

tackled via the Global Alliance for
8 Cell 169, March 23, 2017
Genomics and Health (GA4GH) Pheno-

type Exchange Format initiative (http://

phenopackets.org/), which is developing

data exchange standards and harmo-

nizing annotation methods for phenotype

data. Current efforts to align phenotypic

profiles in model organisms with human

diseases via an ontology-based approach

include the Monarch Initiative (https://

monarchinitiative.org/), which uses

expertly curated annotations from model

organism database resources, along

with species-neutral ontologies such as

the Gene Ontology (http://geneontology.

org/) and the Uberon anatomy

ontology (https://bioportal.bioontology.

org/ontologies/UBERON) to create

logical interoperability. Conversely, Gene

Weaver (http://geneweaver.org/) infers

phenotypic relationships among genes

and processes by matching across gene

sets. Such approaches allow organism-

specific annotations to be com-

putationally evaluated across species.

Related efforts to unify phenotypic

descriptions across thousands of Men-

delian syndromes and across rare and

common diseases include the Human

Phenotype Ontology ([HPO] http://

human-phenotype-ontology.github.io/) and

ClinVar’s MedGen effort to harmonize

major genetic vocabularies (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/medgen/). Linking

ontology-based clinical andmodel organ-

ism phenotypic profiles and enhancing

engagement among providers of model

organism database resources and devel-

opers of clinical informatics tools and

electronic health records (EHRs) could

help accelerate the functionalization

of VUSs and bridge the basic-clinical

divide.

Data Deposition and Integration
Special considerations in data integration

include the additional resources needed

for deposition of clinical data into data-

bases, which is currently performed by

some clinical laboratories and clinicians

as an unpaid labor of love. Deposition of

data should be the final step in producing

a reimbursable clinical report, as it is

essential to making the wealth of clinically

derived patient data accessible to

computational algorithms that will

improve both clinical interpretation and

biomedical discovery. It should not, how-

ever, become an unfunded mandate;
rather, the value of data deposition to

the subsequent interpretation of all pa-

tients’ genomes should be recognized,

and consideration needs to be given to

reimbursing for it accordingly. Improved

tools for data deposition, such as

ClinVar’s Submission Wizard (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/home/submit-wizard.

shtml), and for standardized collection

of phenotyping information, such as

Phenotips (https://phenotips.org/), the

PatientArchive (www.patientarchive.org),

and SimulConsult (http://simulconsult.

com/), should be developed and inte-

grated into EHRs. Algorithms that support

ontology-based phenotypic compari-

sons, such as the GA4GH Matchmaker

Exchange (www.matchmakerexchange.

org), can also be used to identify similar

rare or undiagnosed patients globally.

Another key standardization issue

related to data deposition relates to the

fragmentation of consent and approval

processes around submission of data to

databases such as ClinVar. Clearly stated

guidance on the types of public database

submissions that should receive institu-

tional review board approval, whether re-

views can be expedited or waived

entirely, and what consent (if any) is

needed, including specific language,

would be enormously helpful in facilitating

deposition of these much needed data

into public databases.

Improving Basic-Clinical
Interactions in Functionalizing
Genomic Variants
Wepropose four broad efforts to help pro-

mote rapid translation of clinical genome

sequencing efforts into functional under-

standing at the bench and use in clin-

ical care.

Identify Clinically Relevant Genes

as Priorities for Functional Studies

Selecting a consensus set of high-prior-

ity genes for functional studies on the

basis of potential clinical importance

and experimental feasibility that would

be regularly updated would provide a

key resource for connecting the basic

and clinical research communities.

These would include genes of known

function that are already in common

clinical use and for which the clinical

impact of newly identified variants could

be significant, as well as genes of un-

known function strongly implicated in
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Box 1. Partial List of Resources that Can Be Used to Align Priorities for Basic
Research with Genes and Variants of High Clinical Relevance

The resources listed include genes with known disease associations for which insights into

the roles of specific variants would be beneficial and additional resources also applicable

to genes implicated in disease but for which research to validate the disease relevance is

needed.

KNOWN DISEASE GENES

d Genes recommended for return of secondary findings in clinical genome sequencing

(ACMG); https://www.acmg.net/secondaryfindings

d Genes with variants affecting drug response (CPIC), levels A and B; https://cpicpgx.org/

d Genes encoding proteins that are direct targets of cancer therapeutics; https://www.

cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/targeted-therapies/targeted-therapies-fact-

sheet

d Genes recognized as clinically actionable (ClinGen); https://clinicalgenome.org/working-

groups/actionability/projects-initiatives/actionability-evidence-based-summaries/

d Genes with high clinical validity (ClinGen); https://www.clinicalgenome.org/working-

groups/gene-curation/projects-initiatives/clinical-validity-classification/

d Genes with registered genetic tests, as indicator of current clinical testing volume (GTR);

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/

KNOWN AND PUTATIVE (NOVEL OR NEWLY IMPLICATED)
DISEASE GENES

d Genes strongly implicated in congenital or undiagnosed diseases; https://commonfund.

nih.gov/kidsfirst/overview

d Genes with high loss of function intolerance score (ExAC); http://exac.broadinstitute.org/

d Genes annotated with low numbers of missense variants (ClinVar); https://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/clinvar/

d Genes whose expression is altered in disease (GTEx); http://www.gtexportal.org/home/

d Gene families targetable by drugs; http://baderlab.org/Data/RoadsNotTaken

d Genes with an aberrant phenotype in mouse subsequently shown to have a human dis-

ease association (MGI); http://www.informatics.jax.org

d Genes predicted to have human disease associations on the basis of data mining of

phenotypes across model organisms; https://monarchinitiative.org/

Abbreviations are as follows: ACMG, American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics;

ClinGen, Clinical Genome Resource; CPIC, Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation; ExAC,

Exome Aggregation Consortium; GTEx, Genotype-Tissue Expression project; GTR, Genetic

Testing Registry; MGI, Mouse Genome Informatics.
undiagnosed disease, particularly genes

under strong evolutionary constraints

(Box 1). Criteria for prioritizing genes

and variants within such a set could

include the volume of clinical use as

suggested by the number of clinically

available tests (https://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/gtr/), as well as number of con-

flicting clinical significance reports and

measures of intolerance to variation.

The feasibility of massively parallel func-

tional assays for such variants could

be established based on existing data

on cell autonomous function and the

length and number of transcripts. Such

data are readily accessible from online
resources such as GeneCards (http://

www.genecards.org) that aggregate

gene annotations from many sources.

To exemplify such an analysis, we have

here reviewed Known Disease Genes, as

identified from the sources described in

Box 1, against the criteria described

above. Using this approach, the top ten

genes in either number of tests or number

of conflicts are displayed with their asso-

ciated metrics in Table 1 and include

several clinically important genes, such

Lamin A/C (LMNA) and BRCA2. Large

genes in frequent clinical use, such as

BRCA2, not unexpectedly had higher

numbers of missense variants and con-
flicting pathogenicity reports; correlations

of number of tests with either number of

missense variants or conflicting reports

were R0.8. All 97 genes identified in

guidelines from the American College of

Medical Genetics and Genomics

(ACMG), the Clinical Pharmacogenetics

Implementation Consortium (CPIC), and

the Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen)

are displayed in Table S1. It is impor-

tant to note that the approach proposed

here is centered on genes (particularly

their coding regions), whereas non-

coding variants are associated with

disease in ways that are as yet largely

unknown. As understanding of non-

coding variants grows, they should be

incorporated into expanded criteria for

prioritizing functional assessments for

clinical use.

Develop Larger Reference Variant

Databases Linking to Phenotypes

Reference databases have been invalu-

able for filtering candidate variants, but

such resources must continue to grow

both in size and (more critically) in ances-

tral diversity. Yet even ExAC, the largest

publicly available human variant fre-

quency dataset, comprises less than

10% of all exome sequences generated

worldwide to date—hence the strong

emphasis here on data sharing. Substan-

tial power could be gained by creating

policies that foster the creation of aggre-

gated resources and supporting aggre-

gation and harmonization activities,

including the standardization of data pro-

cessing and variant-calling pipelines.

Populations currently under-represented

in frequency databases (essentially all

those of non-European ancestry) should

be a particular focus, not only for inter-

preting variants in these populations but

also for understanding rare variants

shared by diverse populations.

While variant frequency data without

phenotypes are useful, their value is vastly

enhanced by the addition of phenotypic

data. Current public datasets of human

variation, aside from ClinVar, are either

aggregate frequency resources that do

not share individual-level genetic data or

are comprised of fully de-identified sam-

ples that do not provide individual-level

phenotype data, thus missing critical op-

portunities to link genotype and pheno-

type. Future resources must work to

make phenotype data available in a way
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Table 1. Top Ten Genes in Either Number of Tests or Number of Conflicting Pathogenicity Reports, Ordered by Number of Tests.

Gene

Symbol Disease Name or Relevant Drug Source

No.

Registered

Testsa

No. Conflicting

Pathogenicity

Reportsb

No.

Missense

Variantsc
LoF

Intolerancec

Cell

Autonomy,

Yes/Nod

No.

amino

acidsd
No.

Transcriptsd
Cell

Localizationd
Actionability

Scoree

LMNA dilated cardiomyopathy

1A (MIM: 115200)

ACMG56 331 97 303 0.99 yes 664 4 nucleus, cytosol 10CB

PTEN PTEN hamartoma tumor

syndrome (MIM: 153480)

ACMG56 263 8 162 0.98 yes 403 5 cytosol 10CC

BRCA2 breast-ovarian cancer, familial

2 (MIM: 612555)

ACMG56 244 732 2,493 0 yes 3,418 3 nucleus 10AA

TP53 Li-Fraumeni syndrome

1 (MIM: 151623)

ACMG56 240 57 303 0.91 yes 393 9 nucleus 10CB

BRCA1 breast-ovarian cancer, familial

1 (MIM: 604370)

ACMG56 222 491 1,411 0 yes 1,863 8 nucleus 10AA

MLH1 Lynch syndrome (MIM: 120435) ACMG56 222 9 545 0.74 yes 756 9 nucleus 10AA

MSH2 Lynch syndrome (MIM: 120435) ACMG56 221 10 636 0.87 yes 934 6 nucleus 10AA

FGFR3 fibroblast growth factor receptor ClinGen 219 3 70 0 yes 806 9 membrane,

cytosol

NA

CFTR ivacaftor CPIC 210 76 577 0 yes 1,480 11 membrane NA

MSH6 Lynch syndrome (MIM: 120435) ACMG56 204 23 743 NA yes 1,360 9 nucleus 10AA

SCN5A Brugada syndrome 1 (MIM:

601144); long QT syndrome

3 (MIM: 603830)

ACMG56 202 131 682 1 yes 2,016 5 membrane 10CB

MYH7 familial hypertrophic

cardiomyopathy 1 (MIM:

192600)

ACMG56 193 134 738 1 yes 1,935 17 cytosol 10CB

KCNQ1 long QT syndrome 1 (MIM:

192500)

ACMG56 152 195 396 0 yes 676 6 membrane 10CB

MYBPC3 dilated cardiomyopathy

1A (MIM: 115200); familial

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

4 (MIM: 115197)

ACMG56 139 96 411 0 yes 1,274 11 cytosol 10CB

TSC2 tuberous sclerosis 2 (MIM:

613254)

ACMG56 137 121 648 1 yes 1,807 18 cytosol, nucleus 10EB

RYR1 malignant hyperthermia (MIM:

145600); CPIC

ACMG56 102 128 385 0 yes 5,083 11 membrane 10DB

LDLR familial hypercholesterolemia

(MIM: 143890)

ACMG56 58 143 829 0 yes 860 8 membrane, ER,

Golgi

11CA

aGenetic Testing Registry (GTR).
bClinVar.
cExome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC).
dGeneCards.
eClinical Genomics Resource (ClinGen).

Three genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, and LMNA) are in the top ten for both metrics.
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that empowers research without violating

participant consent, either by recruiting

participants who consent to fully open

data sharing or by supporting methods

to link phenotype data to aggregated

variants in ways that do not compromise

participants’ confidentiality.

Finally, intuitive and accessible ap-

proaches are needed to provide variant

frequency and associated phenotype

data to clinical users, starting with close

integration of such databases with

variant interpretation resources such as

ClinVar. Over the longer term, user-

friendly interfaces are needed that

aggregate multiple lines of support for

variant interpretation, including previ-

ous observations in patients, frequency

data from reference databases, and

high-throughput functional assays as

described above.

Develop and Adopt Standards for

Phenotype Description and Data

Sharing

A significant advance would be identifica-

tion of aminimum reportable clinical data-

set of phenotypic information for a given

condition, with feedback to the reporting

clinician as to the completeness of the

submitted information, such as that pro-

vided through tools such as Phenotips.

Such a dataset has recently been defined

for somatic variants (Ritter et al., 2016).

The substantial burden on busy clini-

cians of actually collecting and recording

this information, as discussed above,

might be addressed by differential reim-

bursement models based on the addi-

tional information provided. Automated

extraction of phenotypic information

from EHRs through structured field

searches and natural language process-

ing isbecoming increasingly useful (Denny

et al., 2013). Improved methods for pa-

tients to provide phenotypic information

would also help, including a patient-spe-

cific ontology, such as the newly-released

patient-specific version of the HPO. Such

information, perhaps subject to review

and confirmation by a patient’s clinician,

could not only facilitate interpretation of

genomesequencing results but couldpro-

vide additional phenotyping information

pertinent to the clinical evaluation. Com-

mercial entities such as 23andMe have

successfully enabled their consumers to

provide extensive information; similar

resources that are publicly available
include openSNP (https://opensnp.org/),

ClinGen’s GenomeConnect (https://www.

clinicalgenome.org/genomeconnect/), and

the Sync4Science effort of the Pre-

cision Medicine Initiative (http://www.

sync4science.org/).

Finding better ways to facilitate the

sharing of potentially identifiable clinical

data with closely integrated basic science

collaborators, including studies of

possible policy and regulatory solutions,

should be a high priority. Computational

phenotypes stripped of protected health

information (PHI), for example, can be

shared more readily than potentially iden-

tifiable complete clinical datasets.

Notably, many patients and families with

undiagnosed diseases are less con-

cerned about confidentiality in their deter-

mined search for a diagnosis and treat-

ment. Asking such patients and families

to consent to more open sharing of their

clinical data, with full disclosure of the

attendant risks, would be one approach

to speeding these discoveries. The devel-

opment of a clear but concise nationally

available consent form for data deposition

could ensure agreed-upon individual pro-

tections are in place while substantially

accelerating access to these important

resources.

Promote Cross-Disciplinary

Understanding and Opportunities

for Interaction

The limited experience to date in applying

functional genomic and model organism

evidence to real-world clinical scenarios,

and clinicians’ understandable prefer-

ence for human studies and randomized

clinical trial evidence, can present major

barriers to incorporating rare genomic

variant information in clinical care. Pa-

tients with these conditions are simply

not available in the numbers needed for

such studies, nor are clinical trials feasible

for thousands of actionable variants.

Guidelines for the types of evidence that

should be accepted by clinicians as con-

firming the clinical relevance of a genomic

variant are beginning to be developed

(Green et al., 2013; Hunter et al., 2016)

and include reproducible and robust

‘‘functional studies supportive of a

damaging effect on the gene or gene

product’’ (Richards et al., 2015). Such ef-

forts largely speak to the small subset of

clinical researchers working in genomics,

however; greater emphasis is needed on
understanding and meeting expectations

of clinicians in general, who may tend to

view genomic data that are anything short

of definitive as uninformative. This legacy

of exceptionalism in expecting genomic

diagnostics to be near perfect is not

applied to other clinical diagnostic

tests—uncertainty pervades all of medi-

cine. Clinicians must still decide whether

to act on the information, uncertain or

otherwise, so guidance that supports

this clinical decision making would be

very helpful. Rather than fixating on using

variant information to make a definitive

diagnosis, it might be useful to consider

presence of a variant as a probabilistic

biomarker that can improve decision

making but only when placed in an overall

clinical context, using the Bayesian logic

widely employed in most other non-ge-

netic clinical testing.

The substantial attention given here to

bridging the gap between basic and clin-

ical genomics should not overshadow

the importance of greater integration

within these two disciplines. Among basic

scientists, better integration acrossmodel

systems, phenotype ontologies, and

high-resolution quantitative phenotypes

has been described above as key to

more rapid functionalization of unknown

variants and genes. Similarly, there is a

greater need for interaction between the

clinical laboratory performing and inter-

preting the genome sequence and the

clinician diagnosing and treating the

patient. The importance of providing

detailed phenotyping information to the

laboratory to aid in variant interpretation

has been described above, but even bet-

ter would be a two- or even three-way

interchange including the patient as a

long-term partner. This would enable the

clinician to go back to the patient and

seek, among other information, key

phenotypic manifestations to which the

molecular pathologist may have been

alerted based on review of available

databases.

Other approaches to enhancing basic-

clinical integration and understanding

each other’s questions include fostering

opportunities for formal and informal in-

teractions, such as participation in each

other’s research consortia and scientific

meetings. Academic case conferences

involving clinical molecular pathologists

and domain-specific clinicians, as well
Cell 169, March 23, 2017 11
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as basic scientists expert in interpreting

genomic and functional data, have been

particularly successful in using genome

sequence data for diagnosis and treat-

ment (Yang et al., 2014). Including

informaticists deeply familiar with phe-

nomic ontologies and annotations would

provide additional depth. Promoting and

expanding data sharing and collaborative

initiatives such as those described above

will also be of value.

These efforts individually and collec-

tively hold great promise for bringing

basic and clinical researchers and clini-

cians, and indeed researchers from

many other relevant disciplines, together

to work on mutually relevant questions

that will ultimately benefit them both, the

scientific community at large, and most

importantly, the patients whom we are

all committed to serving.
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